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Distribution of "Eye on Nixon" (book). 1pg.
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Julie -- "Do you have any other ideas?"

7/3172
RN:rmw
"Eye On Nixon" -- everyone seems to think it is pretty good.
Check with Maury Stans and also with Bob Haldeman when he
is back - don't bother him for a few days.
What I have in mi nd is a very good idea I thi nk -- I am
trying to stay away from financial contributors for obvious
reasons.

Julie could send copy of "Eye on Nixon - with

best wishes, Julie Eisenhower"
It should go to the 100,000 group - 811xX go to the top people.

Billy Graham - he mentioned it to me -- the political list should
be looked over very carefully -- you should work on that.
Norman Vi ncent Peale - people who will talk about it.
It should just be sent to people who are top financial contributors
who are "known" Nixon supporters.
Don't send one to people like the Drownsl or the Roger Johnsonsl
but to important people in the campaign.
Just buy the books and send them out.

100 or so -- or maybe

a few more.
Cabinet? -- maybe but maybe not because then you get into the
WH staff th i nki ng they should have one.
Campaign oriented -- Bi Ily Graham needs one right now.
Norman Vi ncent Peale - should get one right now.

